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The 30Pðp; γÞ31S reaction plays an important role in understanding the nucleosynthesis of A ≥ 30

nuclides in oxygen-neon novae. The Gaseous Detector with Germanium Tagging was used to measure
31Cl β-delayed proton decay through the key Jπ ¼ 3=2þ, 260-keV resonance. The intensity I260βp ¼
8.3þ1.2

−0.9 × 10−6 represents the weakest β-delayed, charged-particle emission ever measured below 400 keV,

resulting in a proton branching ratio of Γp=Γ ¼ 2.5þ0.4
−0.3 × 10−4. By combining this measurement with shell-

model calculations for Γγ and past work on other resonances, the total 30Pðp; γÞ31S rate has been determined
with reduced uncertainty. The new rate has been used in hydrodynamic simulations to model the
composition of nova ejecta, leading to a concrete prediction of 30Si:28Si excesses in presolar nova grains and
the calibration of nuclear thermometers.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.182701

Classical novae occur in stellar binary systems involving
a compact white dwarf (WD) that siphons hydrogen-rich
material from its companion star to form an accretion disk.
The accreted mass is heated, compressed, and mixed with
the outer layers of the underlying WD until it eventually
ignites in a thermonuclear runaway [1]. These explosive
events eject freshly synthesized nuclei into the interstellar
medium, contributing to the chemical evolution of the
Galaxy [2]. Novae are good test cases for models of
explosive nucleosynthesis since they occur frequently in
the Milky Way, with about a dozen observed annually [3].
In addition, the path of nucleosynthesis in novae is close
enough to stability that most of the relevant thermonuclear
reaction rates can be determined experimentally. Sensitivity
studies suggest that 30Pðp; γÞ31S is the dominant nuclear
physics uncertainty impacting the production of mass
number A ≥ 30 nuclides in oxygen-neon (ONe) classical
novae [4,5]. As a result, this particular reaction rate affects

the identification of certain presolar grains, nuclear mixing
meters, and the calibration of nova thermometers.
The 30Pðp; γÞ31S reaction serves as a bottleneck for the

production of heavier elements in a complex reaction
network of competing proton captures and βþ decays
[6]. The 2.5-min half-life of 30P, which decays to stable
30Si [7], is on the same order as the timescales of the
thermonuclear runaway. Thus, a relatively slow reaction
rate would predict huge 30Si excesses in nova ejecta, while a
faster rate could lead to the synthesis of intermediate-mass
nuclides up to A ≈ 40 as well as more modest 30Si:28Si
ratios [8]. This might explain several presolar grains found
in the Murchison carbonaceous meteorite, whose anoma-
lous isotopic signatures cannot be definitively attributed to
a known stellar source. These grains are characterized by
reduced 12C:13C and very low 14N:15N ratios as well as large
enhancements in 30Si:28Si ratios when compared with
typical solar abundances, leading some to hypothesize that
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these grains condensed in the ejecta from ONe novae [9].
However, large uncertainties in the 30Pðp; γÞ31S rate have
prevented a concrete prediction of 30Si abundances for
theoretical nova grains.
The amount of Si produced in novae can also inform the

mixing mechanisms of astrophysical models. How exactly
fuel from the donor star mixes with the dense material on
the surface of the WD is unclear [10–12], but the extent of
the mixing influences the predicted nucleosynthetic yields.
Different mixing fractions result in a range of chemical
abundances, and constraining the 30Pðp; γÞ31S rate reduces
uncertainties in the expected Si∶H ratios of nova ejecta
[13]. Similarly, elemental abundances observed via ultra-
violet, optical, and infrared spectroscopy can be used to
constrain peak nova temperatures. Specifically, the ratios
O∶S, S∶Al, O∶P, and P∶Al are good candidates for
thermometers, as they exhibit steep, monotonic depend-
ences on temperature. The crucial 30Pðp; γÞ31S reaction rate
remains the dominant nuclear uncertainty limiting their
accuracy and precision [14].
In lieu of a rate based on measured resonance proper-

ties, this reaction is approximated using the Hauser-
Feshbach (HF) statistical model [15]. However, this
method is not expected to be accurate for 30Pðp; γÞ31S
across peak nova temperatures (Tpeak ¼ 0.1–0.4 GK) [16],
and astrophysical studies will often vary this rate by orders
of magnitude in simulation to account for its large
uncertainty. The HF method assumes the nuclear level
density is sufficiently high such that it can be modeled as a
continuum, but for many cases, especially near shell
closures and the drip lines, radiative captures into narrow,
isolated resonances must be considered individually [17].
In the case of 30Pðp; γÞ31S, the rate is dominated by proton
capture on the ground state of 30P into low-lying reso-
nances ≲600 keV above the 31S proton-emission thresh-
old [Sp ¼ 6130.65ð24Þ keV] [18], as novae are not hot
enough to appreciably populate excited states in 30P
nuclei. One needs to know the strengths of individual
resonances within the Gamow window to determine the
total thermonuclear rate [19].
Currently, 30P beams cannot be produced with the

intensities needed to measure this reaction directly at the
astrophysically relevant low energies. Over the past two
decades, significant theoretical [20] and experimental effort
has been devoted to studying the level structure of 31S in an
effort to determine resonance properties. Single-nucleon
transfer reactions [21–28], in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy
[29–35], β-decay measurements [36–39], and the charge-
exchange reaction 31Pð3He; tÞ31S [23,40,41] have all been
employed to constrain the spins, parities, and decay widths
of 31S excited states. It is likely that all of the potentially
important resonances contributing to 30Pðp; γÞ31S in novae
have been observed using various nuclear spectroscopy
techniques [42].

In a 31Cl β-delayed γ-decay experiment performed at the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL),
a Jπ ¼ 3=2þ level with an excitation energy Ex ¼
6390.2ð7Þ keV was discovered in the 31S compound
nucleus [43]. The Jπ ¼ 1þ ground state of the 30P target
nucleus [44] makes this an l ¼ 0 resonance for
30Pðp; γÞ31S. Thus, proton capture to this state is not
inhibited by a centrifugal barrier. Furthermore, its
260-keV resonance energy is in the middle of the
Gamow window for peak nova temperatures, suggesting
this resonance could dominate the total thermonuclear rate.
To experimentally determine the strength of this resonance,
both the lifetime and the proton branching ratio of this state
need to be measured. In this Letter, we present the results
of a radioactive beam experiment conducted at NSCL to
measure the critical resonance’s proton branching ratio
Γp=Γ. The 6390-keV excited state in 31S with isospin
T ¼ 1=2 is strongly populated by 31Cl βþ decay due to
isospin mixing with the isobaric analog state (IAS) of the
31Cl ground state ðT ¼ 3=2Þ [43]. However, the intensity of
the β-delayed proton decay is suppressed by the Coulomb
barrier at such low energies, making this weak proton
branch challenging to measure.
The Gaseous Detector with Germanium Tagging

(GADGET) was developed specifically to measure this
β-delayed proton decay but has already been used for other
cases [45–47]. GADGET utilizes a customized cylindrical,
gas-filled proportional counter called the Proton Detector
(PD). Similar in concept to the AstroBox instrument [48],
this detector was developed to mitigate the substantial low-
energy backgrounds and summing effects encountered
from the interactions between βþ particles and solid-state
Si detectors [37]. Equipped with 13 charge-sensitive,
Micromegas detection pads, the inner five pads measure
the intensities of charged-particle decays that deposit their
full energies in the active region, a cylindrical volume
spanning the length of the gaseous chamber, whose
40-mm radius corresponds to the boundary between the
active, inner pads and outer, veto pads. The eight outer pads
are used to veto higher-energy protons, whose energy
deposition outside the active region exceeds the trigger
threshold. The PD is surrounded by the Segmented
Germanium Array (SeGA), which consists of 16 high-
purity Ge crystals arranged into two rings of eight indi-
vidual γ detectors [49]. GADGET couples these detection
systems, enabling proton-γ coincidence analysis.
The Coupled Cyclotron Facility accelerated a 75-pnA

primary beam of 36Ar to 150 MeV=u, impinging it on a
1645-mg=cm2 thick Be production target. The A1900
fragment separator was used to purify the secondary beam
via magnetic rigidity separation [50]. The Radio Frequency
Fragment Separator (RFFS) further purified the beam,
resulting in a 65% pure 31Cl beam upon exiting the
RFFS at 6400 pps [51]. The main contaminants, in
decreasing order of intensity, were 28Si, 30S, and 29P, but
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none of these are β-delayed particle emitters. Intermittently
between measurement runs, a single Si diode detector was
used to determine the beam-energy deposition a meter
upstream of GADGET. We used version 1.2 of the ATIMA

program in LISE++ to calculate the beam energy loss in
300 μm of Si and compared this to the observed energy loss
in the PIN detector, confirming 31Cl and stable 28Si as the
two main species delivered to the setup [52]. Located
directly in front of the PD, a 0.75-mm thick Al beam-
energy degrader was manually rotated to an angle that
optimized the longitudinal implantation distribution of
31Cl in the center of GADGET. The beam entered the
PD chamber through a thin, Kapton window and was
implanted in the 808-Torr gas mixture of 90% Ar and
10% CH4 (P10). The circular entrance aperture has a
25.4-mm radius and is aligned with the center of the
Micromegas pad plane. Beam particles thermalized after
entering the PD diffuse radially under Brownian motion
until they decay.
The dataset referenced in this Letter consists of over 86 h

of accumulated beam time. Events from groups of hour-
long runs were added together to improve statistics before
fitting the two largest peaks in the proton spectra and
applying a linear gain-matching procedure. Fig. 1 shows
the β-delayed proton spectra for center-of-mass decay
energies. For our energy calibration, we used the resonance
energies of the three strongest β-delayed proton decays in
the spectrum: 806, 906, and 1026 keV. These energies are
taken from evaluated nuclear data tables [53], which adopt
values from Ref. [37], each with a 2-keV uncertainty.
Similarly for SeGA, 15 of the 16 detectors were calibrated
individually, relative to known γ rays from room back-
ground radiation; a single SeGA detector exhibited poor

energy resolution and was excluded from this analysis.
Gain-matching was performed on a run-by-run basis to
produce a cumulative γ spectrum.
We observe β-delayed protons emitted from the

6390-keV level in 31S for the first time, as shown in
Fig. 1. Using the γ-tagging capabilities of GADGET, we
conclude that these proton decays are not in coincidence
with γ transitions, confirming that this proton emission
populates the 30P ground state. Fitting only the central pad
spectrum in Fig. 1, which has a reduced β background,
sharper peaks, and thus a more precise energy calibration,
we measure this decay energy to be Er ¼ 273ð10Þ keV,
consistent to within 1.4 standard deviations of the 260-keV
resonance energy measurement by Bennett et al. [43]. The
largest source of uncertainty in energy is 8.5 keV, which
results from extrapolating the linear calibration function.
This is added in quadrature with the 5-keV systematic error
associated with the pulse height defect [54] and with the
1-keV statistical uncertainty of the fit.
We model the event-level, combined-pad PD response

function as an exponentially modified Gaussian distribu-
tion with a high-energy tail to account for the effect
of β summing. We tested this model on proton peaks
>700 keV, parametrizing the shape of this distribution
and its dependence on decay energy. Then, we used this
function to fit the 260-keV proton peak in Fig. 1, modeling
the low-energy β background as exponential and the
relatively flat background > 300 keV as linear. We deter-
mined the total number of low-energy, β-delayed protons
observed in this experiment to be N260

βp ¼ 2731ð203Þ.
For the purposes of normalization, we adopt the recom-
mended literature value I1026βp ¼ 0.0131ð2Þ for the strongest
β-delayed proton decay peak in our spectrum at 1 MeV
[37,53]. To determine the β-delayed proton decay intensity
of the 260-keV resonance, we use the relation I260βp ¼
ðN260

βp =N1026
βp Þ × ðϵ1026p =ϵ260p Þ × I1026βp , where ϵ1026p =ϵ260p is

the ratio of PD efficiencies at the notated resonance
energies. The cumulative proton spectrum was fit over
350–1100 keV to determine the number of 1-MeV protons
N1026

βp ¼ 3.16ð2Þ × 106, modeling the three large calibra-
tion peaks as exponentially modified Gaussian distributions
on top of a linear background.
To evaluate the efficiency of GADGET, we developed a

geometric, Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the prob-
ability of detecting an event as a function of proton energy.
We simulated ionization tracks for 104 isotropic decays at
each proton energy to achieve a statistical uncertainty of
1% in ϵp. Stopping powers for 1H ions in 808-Torr, P10
gas were calculated using SRIM, which quotes a 4%
uncertainty [54]. This translates into a 1% systematic
uncertainty on the lower limit of ϵ1026p =ϵ260p and a 2%
uncertainty on the upper limit. The initial transverse
positions of these simulated proton emissions were ran-
domly sampled from a 2D Gaussian beam spot, whose
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FIG. 1. 31Cl β-delayed proton spectrum measured by only the
central detector pad (black) and for event-level summing of
the five inner detector pads [gray (pink online)] up to 1.5 MeV.
The energy spectrum sums the ionization deposited in the P10 gas
from both the decay protons and recoiling 30P nuclei. βþ particles
are responsible for the large background at low energies and can
also sum with ionization produced by proton tracks, leading to a
detector response that is skewed to the right; this effect is larger in
the combined-pad spectrum due to the effective increase in
detection pad area.
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centroid and width parameters were deduced from a
χ2-minimization procedure using the relative number of
measured proton counts on each PD pad as input. The
uncertainty associated with each of these parameters is about
�6 mm and leads to a 2% lower limit error and a 5% upper
limit error. The systematic uncertainty associated with the
diffusion of beam particles is also about the same size. The
upper limit on detection efficiency assumes no beam
diffusion, effectively constraining the beam radius to the
size of the entrance window. Allowing the 31Cl distribution
to diffuse transversely beyond the aperture radius for two
half-lives represents the lower limit of the efficiency, which
corresponds to a radial displacement of ≈5 mm.
The last source of systematic uncertainty in the

Monte Carlo efficiency model is related to the veto trigger
threshold. Simulated proton events whose full energies are
confined to the active region of the detector are recorded as
measured events, but if a proton track ionizes too many
electrons outside the active region, the proton event is
vetoed. For each simulated event, a multitude of electrons,
proportional to the proton energy, are randomly generated
along the length of the ionization track. Each electron
position is evaluated to determine the proton event’s veto
status. This is complicated by the fact that ionization
electrons spread out transversely in time according to the
relation σ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Dt
p

[55], where t for each simulated decay
event is randomly sampled from the longitudinal beam
distribution as measured in ionization drift time; the electron
diffusion coefficient D ¼ 9116ð273Þ cm2=s was calculated
using MAGBOLTZ [56]. Multiple simulations were performed
for a range of veto conditions, spanning the minimum and
maximum gain-matched energy thresholds (5–20 keV)
across all PD pads over the entire experiment. We estimate
a systematic uncertainty of 3–4% in both directions for the
relative detection efficiency as a result of the veto threshold.
Combining the final efficiency ratio ϵ1026p =ϵ260p ¼

0.73þ0.09
−0.05 with measured proton counts and the adopted

literature intensity for the 1-MeV protons, we arrive at
I260βp ¼ 8.3þ1.2

−0.9 × 10−6, the weakest β-delayed proton inten-
sity ever measured for resonances below 400 keV. Such
low-lying, proton-unbound states are typically dominated
by γ decay, and a previous measurement of 31Cl β decay
determined the intensity of β-delayed γ emission through
the 6390-keV state to be I6390βγ ¼ 0.0338ð18Þ [57]. In the
limit where Γγ ≫ Γp, we can compute the proton branching

ratio as Γp=Γ ≈ I260βp =I6390βγ ¼ 2.5þ0.4
−0.3 × 10−4.

Without a finite lifetime measurement, we evaluate Γγ

theoretically in order to calculate the resonance strength.
Wave functions have been calculated in the sd-shell
(1s1=2; 0d5=2; 0d3=2) model space. One of the latest ver-
sions of the universal-type Hamiltonians for this model
space is USDC [58]. It predicts that the strongest isospin
mixing with the IAS of the 31Cl ground state comes from a

T ¼ 1=2 level in 31S, which theory predicts to be 300 keV
below the T ¼ 3=2 IAS. The isospin-mixing matrix element
for these levels V theory ¼ 36 keV is in good agreement with
the experimental value Vexp ¼ 41ð1Þ keV [58]. Theory
predicts γ-decay widths of 190 meV for the T ¼ 1=2 state
and 920 meV for the T ¼ 3=2 state. However, the observed
T ¼ 1=2 state, corresponding to the 6390-keV level in 31S,
lies above the T ¼ 3=2 IAS. The mixing of these two states
depends on the energy difference between them, which is
determined by the strong interaction. We added a term in the
Hamiltonian proportional to the T̂2 operator to move the
T ¼ 1=2 state up by 410 keV. After this shift, the new partial
widths are Γ6390

γ ¼ 490 meV and ΓIAS
γ ¼ 430 meV. The

sum of the widths is not exactly the same due to some
interference with other T ¼ 1=2 states that do not have a
strong isospin mixing. The uncertainty in Γγ is about
50 meV, which comes from the four different
Hamiltonians derived in Ref. [58]. The γ decay of the T ¼
1=2 state is dominated by a 66% branch to the lowest Jπ ¼
5=2þ state with BðM1Þ ¼ 0.48μ2N . The M1 decay matrix
element is M ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2Ji þ 1ÞBðM1Þp ¼ 1.38μN . The error in
M, coming from a comparison of other experimental values
of M, is about 0.4; see Fig. 4 in Ref. [59]. This leads to an
estimated uncertainty of 280 meV. Thus, we adopt Γγ ¼
490ð280Þ meV for the T ¼ 1=2 resonance state.
Using this value and the measured branching ratio, we

compute a resonance strength of ωγ ¼ 80ð48Þ μeV.
Combining this result with experimental and theoretical
information for several other 31S levels, we calculated the
total 30Pðp; γÞ31S rate. A summary of the most recent
experimental constraints on relevant resonances is provided
by Kankainen et al., reporting spectroscopic factors for
several states in the Gamow window [26], which we adopt.
For potentially significant resonances lacking experimental
data, we appeal to theoretical strength calculations [20].
The contributions of the most significant resonances to the
total rate are shown in Fig. 2. The 260-keV, 3=2þ resonance
measured in this work dominates the total rate over most of
the peak ONe nova temperature range.
We utilize the 1D, fully hydrodynamic code SHIVA to

simulate a series of nova explosions involving a 1.35-M⊙
ONe WD [6,60]. These calculations were performed using
our recommended reaction rate and the 1σ upper and lower
rate limits to quantify the nuclear uncertainties in the nova
model. We express our predicted Si isotopic ratio for ONe
nova ejecta in permil deviation from solar abundances:
δð30Si=28SiÞ ¼ þ1.14þ0.93

−0.35 × 104. We are in agreement with
previous simulations using the HF statistical rate but with
substantially reduced uncertainties. Previous predictions of
30Si excesses varied by a factor of≈6 between the lower limit
and the nominal rate, while the uppermost limits of the HF
rate even predicted deficits [8]. Thus, we can conclusively
say for the first time that ONe novae should produce 30Si
excesses in their ejecta for the heaviest WD masses.
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Finally, we are able to reduce uncertainties in predicted
abundances used to calibrate nova thermometers. Based on
observed N∶O and O∶S ratios, the nova V838 Herculis is
reported to reach temperatures Tpeak ¼ 0.30–0.31 GK,
corresponding to a WD mass of MWD ¼ 1.34–1.35 M⊙
[14]. We simulated an ONe nova explosion for the same
WD mass and found abundance (mass fraction) ratios
O=S ¼ 0.86þ0.12

−0.04 and S=Al ¼ 15.7þ0.9
−2.2 to agree with astro-

nomical observation to within 1σ. For a 0.31-GK peak
temperature, the variation, or quotient of upper and lower
limits, in predicted mass fraction ratios caused by varying
the 30Pðp; γÞ31S rate within its reported error bars has been
reduced by factors of about 2–4 for O∶S, S∶Al, O∶P, and
P∶Al ratios. The main limitation in the accuracy of these
thermometers is now the typical precision of abundance
observations.
The present Letter represents both a technical achieve-

ment for measuring such a weak, low-energy, β-delayed
proton decay, as well as a significant reduction in nuclear
uncertainties for modeling nova nucleosynthesis. The
dominant source of uncertainty in the recommended
30Pðp; γÞ31S rate is now the theoretical Γγ value for the
6390-keV level in 31S, motivating experiments to
determine this state’s lifetime, since Γγ ≈ ℏ=τ.
Nevertheless, we are able to demonstrate production of

30Si excesses in state-of-the-art simulations for the most
energetic ONe nova explosions, and we present a new
calibration point for nova thermometers that is directly
applicable to V838 Herculis. Using the present rate in
more nova simulations at lower WD masses will provide a
range of accurate calibration points, independent of nuclear
uncertainties.
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